
Hearthstone

**About Hearthstone**

Hearthstone is a trading card game in which players have to collect powerful card decks to defeat

numerous opponents in the arena.

Hearthstone, Blizzard's trading card game, is all about mighty cards. Your task is to collect as

many cards as possible, expand your deck with new spells or units, and defeat numerous enemies.

Since the game was developed by the creators of World of Warcraft, you fight in Hearthstone with

heroes of the popular Warcraft game. You can collect more than 500 cards and increase your

chances of winning steadily. If you compete in an arena with your deck of cards and win, you will

also receive great prizes.

**Hearthstone - Features:** 

- Choose a character: At the beginning of the game, you have to decide with which character you

want to play in the future. You can choose from the 9 peoples of World of Warcraft.

- Collect Cards: Hearthstone is a trading card game, which means it's all about collecting powerful

cards. To compete against strong opponents, you first have to create your own card deck. For this

you need several cards that also have what it takes to defeat opponents. You can collect more

than 500 different cards and constantly expand all the cards with new units or new spells. Build a

strong and nearly invincible deck of cards with powerful spells, and equip your deck with additional

cards that can only be won.

- Get to know the game: To get to know the game and the gameplay better, Hearthstone offers you

numerous introductory missions in which you can playfully learn how the game is played and what

is important in duels.

- Improve your skills: Once you understand how Hearthstone is played, you can first face

opponents that are controlled by the computer. Here you meet heroes like Thrall or Uther, which

you may know from the Warcraft universe.

- Fight in the arena: Once you have created a strong deck of cards, you can enter the arena and

compete against numerous opponents. Use powerful cards and spells in exciting duels and prove

a good strategy. If you win duels, you'll also get great prizes which help you to expand your deck.

Conclusion: Hearthstone is not only for World of Warcraft fans an entertaining and exciting game.

Since you can collect more than 500 different cards and constantly expand your deck of cards

with new spells and units, the game always remains exciting.


